




[Essay 1-2; written in pencil over two pages of a small, folded sheet; tiny, badly faded; 
very difficult to read; author not known:] 

  When we consider how much our happiness depends on the 
cultivation of the intellectual powers we already observe the advantage that 
accrue from mental knowledge    It calls into being as it were princip[---] 
requisite for our happiness and that of others which would have long been 
dis[---]t and it enables one to [---] his engagements with satisfaction to 
himself & usefulness to others    Nature may have endowed a person with 
every allurement she could bestow yet if he be ignorant he can never be 
useful    It is education alone that can supply every requisite that is 
necessary for his present and future happiness.   Education is that 
improvement of the mind whereby he is fitted to fulfil his att[-----]n in [----] 
with surety tha he [----] performing them in a just manner    The advantages 
if rightly improved will doubly reward our endeavours in us with emotions of 
pleasure in [-----]ry the scenery of childhood    While in the pursuit of it we 
should early endeavour to have our thoughts and sentiments arranged in 
proper order that they may at any time be recalled for consideration as it 
will afford us much pleasure in the recollection of them and the application 
of the principles thus acquired proves of great utility in his late endeavours 
of imrproveing and en[---]ding the mind and while in the pursuit of 
literature as we advance our learning it is prudent to keep a watchful [next 
page] eye that we implant no will our intellectual achievements the seeds of  
imm[---]lity and vice but endeavour to cultivate virtuous pricuples and 
moral qualities that whatever hath we trend may be adorned with goodness 
and when such principles and qualities have taken full possession of the 
mind their salutory influences will soon make a sensible appearance.   So 
great and important is its influence that even nature herself has provided 
the [---]e of it     she has formed us with faculties and furnished us with 
means sufficient to make known her appreciation for it     but for the 
employments of our minds many of her works have been formed in a 
manner difficult to be accounted for by the human mind    At the same time 
it improves our own minds and enables us to administer to the 
advancement of the intellect [line illegible on crease in paper] known intellect  
[---] fits in for high [----] in life.  [remainder of page, several lines, illegible] 
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